Hudson Mohawk Vernacular Architecture
April 16, 2022 Hunterdon County NJ

1. 11 am - Bouman-Stickney house museum and Wyckoff -Wade relocated Dutch barn
114 Dreahook Road, Stanton (Readington Township) New Jersey
GPS address: 114 Dreahook Road, Lebanon NJ
Referred to as the Fitts House by Rosalie Fellows Bailey (page 526), this stone house is notable
for its gambrel roof profile, minimal fenestration, massive exposed beams and paneled
woodwork. The house was “restored" in the late 1990s by the local historical society.

The Wyckoff -Wade barn was moved to the Bouman-Stickney Farm from the Wade Farm off
Readington Road in Readington Township in 2000 by the New Jersey Barn Company. It was
believed to have been built by John Wyckoff, a second generation American of Dutch ancestry
The anchor beams are 27’ long. The center aisle is 27’ x 41’. The photo below shows the barn in
its original location and raised for more hay storage. The associated house had two walls stone
and two walls frame.

Wyckoff/Wade barn in its original location
before it was dismantled.

The house that was formerly associated with
the Wyckoff/Wade barn

2. 12 - Slow drive-by - Howsel-Wagoner house and stone barn - 172 Stanton Road - Rosalie
Fellows Bailey (plate 158). Note: the house number is in green on an electric pole past the
house. It is not on the mail box.

3. Lunch. 12:15. Harper’s Table 1316 Route 31 North, Annandale, NJ 08801
4. 1:30 pm - Reynolds-Van Syckel's Tavern (Corner of Van Syckles Road and Charlestown
Road, Union Township, New Jersey). Interior tour with the owner.

Reynolds-Van Syckel's Tavern

Described as the “best known tavern” in the area in the early 1800s (Rosalie Fellows Bailey,
page 529) the Reynolds-Van Syckel's Tavern remains in near original condition and in the same
family for over 220 years. There is also a 1839 farmstead and an ice house (circa 1875) on the
property.

5. 3:00 35 Grayrock Road, Clinton NJ - Optional walk around the exterior of the Vought
Farmhouse (which was on the October 2015 tour) to see the changes that have been made since
that visit. Exterior only and on your own.
Organized by Carla Cielo

Tour Map
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